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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
I work as a substitute teacher in an adult English language learning school where
Somali students make up as much as 50% of my class on any given day. As I have
worked with these learners, many of whom are emergent readers as they are gaining
literacy for the first time in English, a theme emerged among the Somali English
Learners (ELs): a substitution of the phoneme /b/ for /p/ in pronunciation. I first noticed
the substitution during an activity aimed to improve English alphabet awareness, and the
interchange of /b/ for /p/ seemed to be signaling an issue deeper than a simple mix-up. On
that afternoon, there were eight students in class; half were Somali. The class was prebeginning level, and every day there was a focus on the acquisition of one letter of the
alphabet. We were working that day on the letter “p”. I was asking students to give me
examples of words that begin with “p” in English. The Somali students were shouting out
answers: “bed, bus, boy, back.” The other four students in the class, three Karen and one
Hmong student, were shaking their heads in disagreement with the Somali students’
suggestions. What was going on? The Somali students were clearly giving examples of
words with the sound /b/ instead of the sound /p/. I corrected the Somali students, telling
them their examples began with /b/ instead of /p/. I offered the word “paper” as an
example to guide the students in the right direction. Even then, and although the Somali
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students seemed to understand the /p/ in paper, the students offered several more words
beginning with “b”.
I did some research after class, asking a former student turned volunteer at the
school, a Somali man, about the sounds /p/ and /b/ in the Somali language. He simply
told me the sounds “were the same.” I knew the students could pronounce both the
sounds, so I wanted to know what he meant by the sounds being the same. After
additional research, I discovered that in the Somali language, [p] is an allophone of /b/,
meaning [p] is not a sound that distinguishes meaning in Somali. Using the theory of
native language transfer error, where transferring an element of one’s native language to
the new language results in an error, it is likely Somali speakers would hear “bin” and
“pin” in English and may understand them as the same word or even same sound
(Lightbrown & Spada, 2013).
In this particular pre-beginning class where I first encountered this error, the
students often have low literacy skills, often in both their native language and in English.
In teaching words with /b/ or /p/, simply saying the words aloud, or even writing the
words down, is not sufficient enough to demonstrate that there is a difference between the
words. The Somali students will invert the /b/ and /p/, and this substitution causes a lack
of comprehensibility in their speech. I have tried using visuals to show the students the
sounds represent different meanings: pictures of words with /b/ and /p/. The visuals have
helped. When I accentuated the /b/ and /p/ sound in the words and showed visuals of the
words, the students have been able to notice the difference more readily than without the
visuals. The allophonic nature of [p] in the Somali language certainly makes it difficult
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for the students to hear the difference between words in English with /p/ and /b/, so as
teachers of adult ESL, in addition to using visuals, how can we help adult Somali ELs
notice the difference between /p/ and /b/ and use the correct pronunciation?
In this chapter, I will discuss the history of the Somali language; IPA, including
phonemes and allophones; minimal pairs and the use of visuals and their relevance to
pronunciation instruction within Communicative Language Teaching; Eckman’s marked
differential theory; Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis; and the role of literacy in second
language acquisition. I describe the gap in current literature with low-literate ELs. I will
describe my background as a researcher, briefly describe my study, and then provide a
preview of the remaining chapters.
Somalia: A brief history of the language
Some of the students I work with at the English language school come from
countries where language historically has an oral tradition, such as Somalia. Somalia has
long cultivated the power of its oral language; to speak the language is strongly tied with
being a citizen of the country (Warsame, 2001).
In 1972, a written Roman orthography was created of the Somali language, and
Somali became the official language of the country (Saeed, 1999). Before 1972, English
and Italian were the sole languages used in education and government, and only a small
group of upper class citizens had access to those colonial languages. Consequently, by
creating and adopting a written form of the oral Somali language, non-elites could access
a new form of their language, changing the structure of the society. Under the rule of
Siyaad Barre, whose government maintained control of Somalia from 1969 to 1991, a
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nationwide campaign to promote literacy and the new script was largely successful;
literacy rates went from 5% (pre-1972) to 55% after the literacy campaign was in effect,
as reported by Somali government officials (Putman & Noor, 1993). Public education
was also transformed as primary schooling became mandatory. The Somali script
replaced English and Italian in education and government arenas. A surge in cultural
focus and linguistic importance emerged (Warsame, 2001). The battle for control still
ensued in Somalia, however, and the government of Barre faced continuous opposition
during its period of reign. Many groups, inside and outside of Somalia, did not agree with
the direction of the country. The tactics used by the government were called into question
as human rights advocates investigated. Although the country experienced social and
educational gains, many fought to dismantle the regime (Warsame, 2001).
In 1991, the long-standing regime of Siyaad Barre ended. The two decades that
followed were complicated by oppression, and conflict raged. The fight for political
power again surged in the country, and anarchy ruled in central and southern Somalia.
Copious numbers of the Somali population were dying from warfare, starvation and
disease. During the early 1990’s, it is estimated that hundreds of thousands of Somalis
were dead from the effects of political strife, while similar numbers fled the country as
refugees (Putman & Noor, 1993).
In present day Somalia, reports from the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
in their World Factbook (2016) classify Somalia as a low-ranking country in many
humanitarian areas, such as social and gender inequality, and issues stemming from years
of civil war, namely poverty and economic hardship. The country has the third highest
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rate of refugees. Educational and employment opportunities in the country are meager,
and primary school enrollment is one of the lowest in the world, just above the 40%
mark. I could not pinpoint an accurate or current literacy rate, but Unesco.org reports
from 2000-2006 the literacy rate of 37.8% for ages 15 and older. For Somali refugees
entering the U.S. from 2004-2013, fewer than 60% had even basic literacy skills in their
native, Somali language (Rush, 2015).
Many of the Somali students are refugees at the English language learning school
where I teach, and many are not literate in their L1, Somali. While these students are
learning English, they are also acquiring beginning literacy skills for the first time, in
English. The aim of my study is to increase our understanding of how this group of ELs
acquires English without the benefit of literacy in an L1, and specifically how adult
Somali ELs learn to hear the /p/ versus /b/ contrast in English. In the following section, I
explain the terms phoneme and allophone, and describe the phonemic contrast of /p/
versus /b/ and how it affects adult Somali ELs as they acquire English.
IPA, Phonemes and Allophones
The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is a chart of symbols standardized to
show pronunciation of phonemes in all languages (Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011). Using
the IPA, one can understand the pronunciation of a word in a foreign language without
knowing anything about the language. Phonemes are a category of units of speech sounds
that are recognized as distinctive sounds in any given language; they allow for distinction
in meaning in words (Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011). The phonemes in my study, /p/ and /b/,
represent distinct sounds in English. Using a phonetic description of these phonemes, /p/
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and /b/, we would say /p/ is a voiceless, bilabial, stop, and /b/ is voiced, bilabial, stop.
The place of articulation, bilabial, and manner of articulation, a stop, are both the same
for both phonemes; the only difference between these phonemes is the voicing quality
(Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011). Voicing quality refers to whether a sound is voiced,
meaning there is vibration in the vocal cords, or unvoiced, meaning there is no vibration
in the vocal chords (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010).
Even without a metalinguistic description, native speakers of a language
understand the concept of phonemes. As English speakers, we understand that /p/ is
different than /b/; if a speaker says pay and bay we know these are different words
because /p/ is a separate phoneme from /b/. Further, as a native speaker of any language,
one knows what sounds distinguish meaning in any given word by intuitively
understanding the phonetics of the native language; speakers are sensitive to the
phonemic inventory of their language (Hayes-Harb, 2007). For example, native speakers
of English do not have to think about whether pay and bay are different words; our innate
understanding of our native language and its inventory of phonemes automatically
provides us with that information. However, world languages do not have all the same
phonemes as other languages, nor do languages make the same distinction between
phonemes, so in learning a new language, one needs to also learn the phonemic variations
between the first language (L1) and the second language (L2) (Celce-Murica, et al.,
2010). For example, for a native English speaker learning Spanish, she would need to
adjust her pronunciation of the letter “j”. In Spanish, the letter “j” is pronounced as /h/.
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Consequently, in the Spanish word, jota, a native English speaker would need to learn to
pronounce the Spanish word as /hotə/.
Why are my students interchanging /b/ for /p/? If we look at existing phonemes in
Somali, we see that /p/ is not a separate phoneme. In Somali, the sound [p] is an
allophone (variation) of the phoneme /b/. Allophones are all the possible sounds of a
single phoneme (Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011). In English, allophones of /p/ include: [p],
[pʰ], and [p ̊]. [p] is found in the word speak; [pʰ ] is found in the word pin; [p ̊] is found
in the word cup. If you say each word aloud, speak, pin and cup, concentrating on the
/p/, you can hear the slight difference. In speak, the [p] is unaspirated, meaning there is an
absence of a puff of air after [p]. Conversely, in the next example, pin, the [pʰ ] has an
aspiration, or a small puff of air accompanying the /p/ sound. In the final word, cup, the
final position of /p/ results in the allophone of [p ̊], where the sound is unreleased,
meaning the process of articulation has not been concluded (Celce-Murica, et al.,
2010). When allophones belonging to the same phoneme are interchanged, the meaning
of the word is not altered. In English, if a speaker were to use [ ph ] as opposed to [p] in the
word speak, native speakers would not hear a change in the meaning of the word, and
quite possibly not even notice the variation, depending on the speaker (Celce-Murica, et
al., 2010).
However, in the Somali language, /p/ is not a separate phoneme but rather an
allophone of the phoneme /b/, therefore /p/ has different phonetic qualities in Somali than
it does in English. This phenomenon is called an allophonic split (Eckman, 2001; Elroy &
Iverson, 2001). Consequently, for my Somali students, interchanging /b/ for /p/ would not
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result in a different word in their language, and due to a language transfer error, the
students may not realize the substitution of phonemes results in a change of words in
English. As educators, how do we help adult Somali ELs recognize the distinction
between /p/ and /b/ in English? In the next section, I will discuss the use of minimal pairs
and color photos as classroom tools that can help to demonstrate the contrast between
these phonemes.
Use of Minimal Pairs and Color Photos Within CLT
During the 1940’s and 1950’s, the audio-lingual method was the most popular
method of foreign language instruction, focusing on repetition, minimal pair drills and
correct pronunciation (Lightbrown & Spada, 2013). The audio-lingual method has been
largely replaced by methods and approaches based on subsequent theories and
hypotheses that are more meaning based and learner centered, such as Communicative
Language Teaching (CLT) (Lightbrown & Spada, 2013). CLT focuses on using language
in meaningful, content-based contexts, and is the preferred approach used in many second
language-learning classrooms today (Lightbrown & Spada, 2013). However, the
advocates of CLT and other SLA approaches have not collectively concluded how
pronunciation instruction fits within the communicative framework. In the last two
decades, advocates for improving ELs pronunciation to increase comprehensibility and
intelligibility have emerged, and there has been a revival in the need for specific
pronunciation instruction (Celce-Murica et al., 2010).
In my study, and in situations similar to my study, where meaning is distorted due
to incorrect pronunciation, we need ways to help ELs notice the differences in their
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language and the target language. Using the principles of CLT, and contexts situated in
meaning for an EL, I propose targeted pronunciation instruction may be more effective
when the sound differences are connected to meaning. Research shows that minimal pairs
with color photos, lexicon-based pronunciation tasks to connect sounds to words, and
form-focused instruction to practice sounds in meaningful contexts are effective methods
for pronunciation instruction (Elliot, 1997 & Hayes-Harb, 2007). In my study, I utilize
minimal pairs and color photos as classroom tools to help demonstrate the phonemic
contrast between /p/ and /b/ in English. In the next two sections, I present two Second
Language Acquisition (SLA) theories that can help explain why Somali ELs may have
difficulty recognizing the phonemic contrast of /p/ versus /b/ in English.
Markedness Differential Hypothesis
In Linguistics, a marked language feature is that which is less common or more
distinctive; an unmarked language feature is more common and basic (Celce-Murica, et
al., 2010). Take walk and walks. The unmarked form is walk, and is the basic form of the
word. Because of the added suffix –s, walks becomes the marked form, and is more
distinctive than the form of walk. The markedness theory (Eckman, 1977) describes
marked and unmarked features of languages, considering both interlanguage and
intralanguage features, and states that for every linguistic opportunity there is one basic
form, the unmarked form, and a group of corresponding forms less common, the marked
forms.
For native English speakers, the distinction between /p/ versus /b/ is a marked
form; each is a separate phoneme. The allophones of /p/ and /b/ are also marked
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forms. Eckman’s markedness differential hypothesis posits an extension of marked and
unmarked forms in a language to create a “hierarchy of difficulty” acquisition to predict
phonological acquisition (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010, p.25). In the markedness theory, a
marked form in the target language will be more difficult to acquire than the
corresponding form in the L1, specifically when the form is unmarked in the native
language. If phonemes are contrastive, i.e. they distinguish meaning in a L2, but are
noncontrastive in a L1, the theory predicts a learner will encounter more difficulty
acquiring the phonemes. Using Eckman’s hypothesis, we can see how Somali speakers
could interchange /b/ for /p/ or vice-versa in any words containing the phonemes. In
Somali, /p/ is not a marked form of /b/, so noticing that in English /p/ is a separate
phoneme could be difficult for Somali speakers. The next section will introduce the
importance and relevance of noticing the difference between the phonemes as posited by
Schmidt.
Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis
In his seminal article, Consciousness in Second Language Learning (1990),
Schmidt discusses the role of consciousness in language learning. Schmidt equates
consciousness to noticing, and posits that a language learner must first notice a feature of
language before it is acquired. I use Schmidt’s noticing theory to explore the relationship
between adult Somali ELs ability to notice the difference between minimal pairs with /p/
and /b/ word-initially, and their ability to pronounce the same minimal pairs. I
hypothesize that the participants who display higher numbers of accuracy in minimal pair
recognition will also be able to pronounce the same minimal pairs with greater accuracy
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in pronunciation. I propose that a correlation relationship may be evident in noticing
ability and pronunciation, and my capstone seeks to establish such a relationship. The
final factor in my introduction is the role of literacy, and how it affects immigrants and
refugees in the U.S., as well as its relevance in my study.
The Role of Literacy
According to a current report in 2015 by the Migration Policy Institute, literacy
skills of immigrants in the U.S. are significantly lower than those who were U.S.-born.
Scoring at the lowest level 1 and below for English literacy and numeracy skills, adult
immigrants numbered close to 11.5 million, or 40% of the total; U.S. born at level 1 or
below numbered at 24 million, or 14% of the total. Further, the report states that research
for both groups has connected literacy rates to overall status and opportunity for income,
employment, education, and health.
The National Institute for Literacy (2010), in a review of adult ELs with limited
literacy, discusses research which points to a reduced ability in less literate individuals
for oral language processing, such as linguistic awareness at a phonemic level. However,
ELs without the benefit of literacy or phonemic awareness have developed other
strategies for memory and language acquisition. Oral cultures have long proven methods
for extensive recall abilities without the aid of written devices (Bigelow & Tarone, 2004).
In the National Institute for Literacy’s review, it is concluded that the research
demonstrates the need for an alternative form of instruction tailored to align with how
this group processes and acquires a second language.
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Due to the low-literacy rates in English of the beginning level ELs at the English
language learning school where I conducted my study, literacy is an important factor to
consider in how that group of ELs acquire a new language. I do not include literacy as an
independent variable in my study due to the inability to accurately report participants’ L1
literacy levels, but I do consider literacy levels in the L2 as relevant background
information. To accommodate literacy skills, I used visual clues such as color photos as a
way to demonstrate the phonemic contrast of /p/ and /b/. My capstone explores the issue
of an allophonic split, which can complicate auditory discrimination and affect
pronunciation ability for adult ELs. Specifically, my study explores the relationship
between adult Somali ELs’ ability to notice the difference between /p/ and /b/ in audio
examples of minimal pairs with the phonemes word-initially, and their ability to
pronounce the same minimal pairs. Further, I also explore whether color photos of the
minimal pairs are an effective tool in helping participants notice the difference between
the sounds /p/ and /b/, and in turn increase their pronunciation ability of these sounds.
The Gap
During my literature research, as well as my time at Hamline University studying
English as a second language, I have found a large gap in second language acquisition
research on how adults with low-literacy skills acquire English. The first paper I wrote
during graduate school explored phonemic acquisition, and I very quickly discovered that
there was very little research with low-literate adults. While there is abundant research on
second language acquisition, the research is predominately with either EL subjects who
are school-age children or with literate adults in higher education environments. There is
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a significant gap in research with adult ELs with no or little literacy skills. There has been
a call to second language researchers to replicate second language acquisition studies
with low-literate learners (Bigelow et.al, 2006; Tarone & Bigelow, 2005). It is clear we
need to invest more research into how Somali speakers, especially those with low-literacy
skills, acquire English. My study aims to provide a specific insight into how this group of
ELs acquires the allophonic split of /p/ versus /b/.
Background of the Researcher
As a substitute EL teacher, I want to help Somali students gain confidence and
improve their English oral and literacy skills. Some of my students are refugees, and most
are learning to read and write for the first time, in English. Many of my students are also
multilingual; low literacy levels often are concurrent with high levels of multilingualism
(Tarone & Bigelow, 2012). My Somali learners frequently tell me how to say a word in
Somali, and then Italian, and then French.
Students I have worked with commonly tell me that they want to stay in the U.S.
and cannot or do not want to return to Somalia; they express their desire to build a new
life in the U.S. Due to the low literacy skills of many Somali students at this school, I
strongly feel that improving their oral skills in a manner which also raises their phonemic
awareness can be a building block towards improving their literacy. Improving oral skills,
including comprehensibility, intelligibility and pronunciation, can provide EL students
with the opportunity of greater self-sustainability in the U.S. My study aims to improve
oral skills by examining adult, Somali ELs’ noticing ability, perception and pronunciation
of the phonemes /p/ and /b/ in English.
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Guiding Questions
In this capstone, I pursue the following questions:
1. What is the relationship between adult Somali ELs’ ability to notice the difference
between /p/ and /b/ in audio examples with phonemes in word-initial positions in
a set of minimal pairs and their ability to correctly pronounce the same minimal
pairs?
2. In working with adults ELs, are color photos an effective tool in demonstrating
the difference between minimal pairs, measuring the effectiveness by the
improvement of the pronunciation of the minimal pairs?
Summary
In my introduction, I described a recurring problem I have been encountering with
adult, Somali ELs: a substitution of the phoneme /b/ for /p/ in pronunciation. I explained
how [p] is an allophone of /b/ in Somali, so speakers often substitute one for the other
without realizing the substitution affects meaning in English. Since the speakers are able
to pronounce the sound, the challenge is in helping students become aware of the
difference between the phonemes, and ultimately acquire the ability to choose and
produce the correct pronunciation in English. Research shows that literacy skills are vital
for improving employment and educational opportunities in the U.S. I want to improve
the oral skills of the Somali students to improve their comprehensibility and
intelligibility, in conjunction with growing their phonemic awareness as a component of
building their literacy skills. There is a large gap in the literature for how low-literate
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adult ELs acquire a second language, particularly how they gain phonemic awareness, a
building block in literacy.
In my study, I assessed noticing and pronunciation ability in minimal pairs with
/p/ and /b/ in word-initial minimal pair examples, and then I conducted a pronunciation
instruction session with two treatments: treatment group A did not use color photos and
treatment group B used color photos. In my quasi-experimental study, using the
framework of Schmidt’s noticing theory, I hoped to establish if there is a relationship
between the participant’s ability to notice the difference between /p/ and /b/ and their
ability to pronounce the same minimal pairs. The color photos used in the minimal pair
examples in the pronunciation instruction session explored whether color photos are a
beneficial tool in creating a deeper awareness of noticing, and consequently, a valuable
resource for increasing pronunciation ability in an allophonic split.

Chapter Overviews
In Chapter One I introduced the background information of my experience
working with adult Somali ELs, and their interchange of /b/ for /p/ in speech in English. I
discussed the absence of the phoneme /p/ in Somali, as [p] is an allophone of /b/, and the
first language transfer that is occurring with the students as they substitute /b/ for /p/. I
provided a brief background of Somali history, with the relatively recent creation of the
written script. I presented a brief overview of IPA and key terms, such as phoneme and
allophone. I discussed the use of minimal pairs and color photos within a CLT
framework. I introduced two SLA theories which can help explain the difficulty adult
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ELs may have with an allophonic split: markedness differential hypothesis and the
noticing hypothesis. I discussed literacy rates for the students at the English language
school, and the impact of literacy for immigrants in the U.S. I stated there is a major gap
in literature relating to adult Somali ELs, and suggested that my study will add much
needed data on how this group acquires English. I provided my background and role as
the researcher.
In Chapter Two, I introduce and discuss more literature pertaining to my topic in
greater detail, namely, Lado’s contrastive analysis theory, Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis,
and Eckman’s markedness differential hypothesis. I describe the influence of literacy
and its connection to phonemic awareness. I discuss the critical age theory and its role in
the pronunciation ability of adult ELs. I then present studies in pronunciation instruction,
and discuss how I will incorporate minimal pairs and color photos in my study to increase
noticing and pronunciation ability within a CLT framework.
In Chapter Three, I discuss my research paradigm and reasons for my design,
including my data collection tools and triangulation of data. I hypothesize that native
language transfer errors are occurring with some Somali students, because in the Somali
language, [p] is an allophone of /b/, while it is a contrastive phoneme in English, so first
language transfer may occur with learners interchanging the phonemes when speaking. I
provide a table of all the participants’ background information. I also explore whether the
use of color photos in pronunciation instruction is a beneficial tool in helping ELs notice
the difference between /p/ and /b/ in minimal pairs, as I hope to help readers understand
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how Somali ELs learn to notice the difference between the phonemes /p/ and /b/ and
choose the correct pronunciation in English.
In Chapter Four, I provide the results of my study, including the data from the
one-time look at pre- and post-noticing and pre- and post-production ability assessments
of /p/ and /b/, and the results from the pronunciation instruction session, including my
qualitative notes. Also in this chapter, I briefly analyze my data within the context of my
literature review and research questions, and include my observations and variations of
my study.
In Chapter Five, I provide a complete review and discussion of my data, including
a review of the implications of my findings. I revisit my literature review in consideration
of the results of my research. I also discuss the limitations of my study, contemplate my
potential future research endeavors, and finally reflect on the personal value of the
capstone process.
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature review
The purpose of my study is to explore the relationship between adult Somali ELs’
ability to notice the difference between the phonemes /p/ and /b/ in minimal pairs with
the phonemes in word-initial positions, and their ability to pronounce the same minimal
pairs. I also want to know how effective color photos of the minimal pairs are in
improving auditory discrimination and production ability.
The topics discussed in my literature review include: Lado’s contrastive analysis
hypothesis and Eckman’s markedness theory; Schmidt’s noticing theory; phonemic
awareness and its connection to literacy; the age factor within the critical period
hypothesis; and finally, studies using pronunciation instruction techniques with minimal
pairs and photo use as a part of the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT)
framework.
CAH and Eckman’s Markedness Theory
Two important theories in SLA, the contrastive analysis hypothesis (CAH) and
the markedness theory, help to provide insight into areas where second language learners
may encounter difficulties in a target language. The contrastive analysis hypothesis
(Lado, 1957) predicts areas of difficulty for language learners based on a comparison of
the L1 and L2. Lado subscribed to a behaviorist view, where second language acquisition
is a process of substituting old habits (L1) for new habits (L2) (Tarone & Swierzbin,
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2009). Within the behaviorist theory, if second language learning occurs when habits are
replaced, Lado posits that difficulties acquiring the L2 will occur when there are
structural differences between the L1 and L2. Where a L1 and L2 are similar, there will
not be difficulty in acquisition; problems with acquisition can only develop within the
differences in the languages. For Somali ELs, the case of the allophonic split of /p/ and
/b/ in English will be problematic because of the difference between the phonemes in
English and in Somali. In English, the phonemes distinguish meaning, while in Somali
the phonemes do not distinguish meaning. The resulting errors created by the differences
between languages are called native language transfer errors (Lightbrown & Spada,
2013). I propose the adult Somali students I work with are making native language
transfer errors based on the differences between /p/ and /b/ in English and in Somali.
However, while CAH can explain certain errors second language learners may
make, not all errors can be predicted or explained simply by transfer. There are
predictions within CAH of theoretical acquisition difficulty where the difficulties do not
actually occur, and moreover, language errors that occur even when an L1 and L2 are the
same. These respective errors could be any situation where a language learner makes a
mistake, such as the incorrect pronunciation of a word. Within CAH, the error would be
due to a systematic difference between the two languages. However, if the two languages
are similar, and do not have a structural grammar difference, the CAH theory does not
provide a reason for the error (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010). To account for these
complications in the hypothesis, researchers pursued further explanations for language
errors in second language acquisition. One such SLA researcher, Fred Eckman, proposed
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the markedness theory to expand the predictions of language learner difficulties and
errors (1977).
Eckman argued CAH was not sufficient for predicting language learners’
difficulties because the hypothesis did not appropriately nor effectively address the
potential phonological problem areas in an L2. CAH also did not account for specific
sounds that would be interchanged by a language learner. Subsequently, Eckman’s
markedness theory expanded the breadth of the contrastive analysis theory, and more
specifically, posited that a marked phonetic form in the target language (L2) will be more
difficult for a second language learner to acquire, especially if the phonetic form is
unmarked in the L1. In Somali, [p] is an unmarked form of /b/; in English /p/ and /b/ are
separate phonemes, and consequently marked. The markedness theory can then help to
explain why adult, Somali ELs have difficulty noticing the difference between words
with /p/ and /b/, utilizing the difference in markedness.
Later studies (Eckman, Elroy and Iverson, 2001, 2003) posit that three issues arise
when there are differences in phonemic contrasts in an L1 and L2: 1) The L1 does not
have either of the contrasting phonemes in the L2; 2) The L1 has one of the contrasting
phonemes in the L2; 3) The L1 has both sounds in the phonemic contrast in the L2,
however the phonemes are not contrastive in the L1. This last situation, where both
sounds are present in the L1, but there is not phonemic contrast in the L1 as there is in the
L2, is the situation in my study. This is the case of an allophonic split. Eckman et al.
(2001, 2003) posit that an allophonic split is the most difficult phonemic acquisition issue
language learners encounter due to the necessity of a change in how the sounds, or the
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phonemes, in their L1s represent other sounds, or phonemes, in the L2s. There is not a
phonemic contrast in the L1, yet there is a contrast in the L2 which distinguishes
meaning. It is concluded, to achieve correct pronunciation, an EL must learn the contrast
between the phonemes in a native language and the target language, not simply just
mimic or replicate the sounds. The acquisition of an allophonic split requires a
fundamental and conscious awareness of how the phonemes are distinct and create
meaning, and the ability to hear the difference between the phonemes that was not
present before acquiring the awareness (Eckman, et al., 2001, 2003).
My study aims to raise the conscious awareness of the participants by
demonstrating the difference between the voiced, unaspirated /b/ and the voiceless,
aspirated /p/. I have participants feel for vibration in their throats, and use a tissue to
show aspiration. I also use color photos of minimal pairs with /p/ and /b/ in an attempt to
increase the participant’s awareness of the difference between the phonemes in English.
With these techniques, I aim to increase the awareness of the difference in the phonemes
of the allophonic split, which I hope will potentially increase each participant’s phonemic
awareness ability. In the next section, I present the relevance of Schmidt’s noticing
hypothesis to my study.
Schmidt’s Noticing Hypothesis
The framework for my study comes from Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis (1990).
Schmidt postulates that an adult second language learner must consciously notice any
given language form before he or she can realize it as input, and subsequently intake the
form. Schmidt makes this assertion for areas of language acquisition, from grammatical
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form to phonology, the latter pertaining directly to my study. Schmidt introduced the
noticing hypothesis against other prominent theories of how acquisition occurs, from
Seliger and Krashen’s notion that language learning is an unconscious process, to a view
that consciousness should not have any role in the arena of Applied Linguistics. Schmidt
disagrees with these theories, and maintains that while aspects of language
comprehension and production are certainly unconscious, language learning requires
consciousness. Fluent speakers are not continuously and consciously aware of their intake
and output at the same level of consciousness required in language acquisition. So, to
begin, Schmidt breaks down the idea of consciousness. The first element of noticing in
Schmidt’s theory is the notion of “consciousness.” Consciousness is defined in three
levels: consciousness as awareness, consciousness as intention, consciousness as
knowledge (pp.131-133).
The first division of consciousness, Consciousness as awareness, is divided into
three subsequent levels: perception, noticing (focal awareness), and understanding
(Schmidt, 1990 p.132). Level 1: Perception represents the connection of consciousness
to the cognitive organization process, subliminal or not, that happens with
information. Level 2: Noticing (focal awareness) represents the way our brain highlights
information and brings it into the forefront of our attention. In this level, Schmidt makes
the distinction between perceived information and noticed information. While we may
perceive all the stimuli or information presented to us in an ongoing manner, cognitive
processes make us fully aware of certain information and part of our stream of thought,
and that information is noticed, according to Schmidt. On the other hand, the perceived
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information is collected in a manner much more subtlety, and we may not even be aware
of the details of this stimuli. Schmidt uses an example of reading to explain the
difference between his definition of perceived and noticed information. While reading,
the reader would notice the content of the text, while only perceiving the other
information, such as the style of the author, or the background noise of the reader’s
environment. Level 3: Understanding is how we as humans, in our most basic sense,
would explain how we are aware of our world and process the stimuli we receive.
Schmidt says we usually refer to this process as thinking. This includes all the aspects of
awareness, from critical thinking to problem solving, as long as we are processing the
language in an internal or external manner, or in a manner occurring within our
consciousness.
The second division of consciousness is consciousness as intention. This division
is not divided into further levels. This second division of consciousness describes
consciousness with regard to intent. Schmidt describes this consciousness as how people
often equate deliberate actions or speech as a conscious intention. This definition requires
an aspect of conscious action, mental or physical, arising from the awareness produced
by the stimuli. However, the resulting action may be due to conscious or unconscious
awareness; the division simply indicates the consciousness has intent involved.
Schmidt’s third and final division of consciousness is consciousness as
knowledge. In this final division, Schmidt considers viewpoints from multiple scholars,
one being a prominent SLA theorist, Noam Chomsky, and his theory of Universal
Grammar as it deciphers language learning within its own definitions of consciousness
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and unconsciousness. Schmidt also examines varying definitions of key terms:
cognization versus knowledge, implicit versus explicit, and procedural versus declarative
knowledge, all of which reflect a degree of conscious or unconscious processes,
depending on the author. Within the consciousness as knowledge division, there are
contrasts that are applicable to SLA, notably, and pertaining to my study, the question of
noticing as focal awareness (Level 2) as presented in Schmidt’s first degree of
consciousness. Among other ideas within the third division, Schmidt questions the
conscious and unconscious learning contrast provided in previous theories, and how
noticing as a focal awareness fits on the spectrum of the contrast between consciousness
and unconsciousness in language learning. Schmidt asks:
Is it possible to learn aspects of a second language that are not consciously
noticed? If noticing is required, is such noticing automatic or must learners
consciously pay attention? Can second language learners acquire rules without
any conscious understanding of them? Conscious learning may be referred to as
the issue of conscious knowledge; can learners say what they appear to ‘know’?
(1990, p. 134-135).
Schmidt states that a second language learner can acquire new information in a
second language only when the information is noticed first, given his definition of
noticing as a focal awareness. I am exploring my participants’ ability to notice the
difference between /p/ and /b/. Further, I want to know what the relationship is between
the participant’s ability to notice the difference between the sounds and their ability to
pronounce the word correctly. Schmidt does not address noticing ability and its
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relationship to production. Schmidt also limits his discussion of second language
acquisition to the role it plays in adult second language acquisition, and does not account
for the variable of literacy level in his hypothesis.
I am using Schmidt’s definition of consciousness as awareness to build my
hypothesis. As described, Schmidt breaks down consciousness into three levels, and my
study uses Level 2: Noticing (focal awareness) as the base for my design. Within this
level, the contrast between /p/ and /b/ in English needs to be recognized by a participant
and brought into focal awareness in my study. Due to the fact the adult Somali ELs I
have worked with can produce both /p/ and /b/, they have perceived the sounds on one
level, but because the students invert the sounds, the step of noticing as a focal awareness
has not yet occurred. I hypothesize that the participants who display higher levels of
accuracy in minimal pair recognition will also be able to pronounce the same minimal
pairs with greater accuracy in pronunciation. I propose that a correlation relationship
may be evident in noticing ability and pronunciation. Another consideration is the
connection between literacy and phonemic awareness. If literacy, whether in either a L1
or L2, is a fundamental element in phonemic awareness, how do low-literate language
learners without the requisite phonemic awareness acquire or demonstrate the auditory
discrimination needed to notice the difference in the allophonic split in the Somali
language and English, and also choose the correct pronunciation in English?
In the next section, I look at the work done by Tarone (2009) with low-literate
adults and their phonemic awareness, and how the research provides an insight to how
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adult Somali ELs may acquire the phonemic discrimination necessary to distinguish
between /p/ and /b/ in English.
Phonemic Awareness and Literacy
Phonemic awareness is the ability to notice, identify and manipulate the
individual sounds, or phonemes, in a language. In SLA research, the vast majority of
phonemic awareness research has been conducted with literate learners (Bigelow &
Tarone, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2012, Bigelow & Vinogradov, 2011). There is, however, a
small body of research with adults with low levels of literacy skills and phonemic
awareness tasks that is very beneficial to the field of SLA. One study with low-literate
adults (Tarone, 2009) demonstrates that literacy has a significant effect on oral language
processing when comparing literacy rates to phonemic awareness ability, but not
necessarily the same effect on oral processing of meaning-based tasks (Tarone, 2009). In
studies of oral cognitive processing tasks with meaning-based tasks, literacy skills have
not been shown to play a major role in rhyming tasks, phonetic discrimination or
phonetic sensitivity ability, as the low-literate adults performed at the relatively same
level as the literate adults in those studies. Further research points to a strong connection
between literacy skills and phonemic awareness, where consciousness of phonemes as
units is directly tied to the ability to manipulate an individual phoneme in oral tasks such
as deletion, separation, matching, and reversal (Loureiro et.al., 2004; Tarone & Bigelow,
2005; Bigelow et.al., 2006; Bigelow & Vinogradov, 2011).
There is a vital question which arises from the collective findings of this body of
research with low-literate, adult ELs: If phonemic awareness requires a base of literacy,
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how do language learners who are not phonemically aware, due to the absence of literacy,
notice a specific phoneme in a L2 to acquire the sound? Further, how do Somali learners
notice and acquire an allophonic split, such as /p/ versus /b/ in English without explicit
knowledge of the phonemic contrast?
A study with adult, Somali ELs, with no to low literacy skills, demonstrates that
oral skills in an L2 can be exceptionally high without the base of literacy (Bigelow, et.al.,
2006). The results of this study indicate that the adult participants were able to acquire a
second language without the benefit of literacy and the phonemic awareness posited as
necessary to notice the difference in their L1 and the target language in order to correctly
produce the L2. So how did they notice? According to Tarone and Bigelow (2005), two
situations may be occurring: The first is that the adults without literacy may be utilizing
their unconscious ability to internalize the L2 in the same manner they acquired their L1.
In this hypothesis, once literacy is gained, conscious noticing ability of linguistic
segments will replace the unconscious ability. In the second hypothesis, a basic set of
linguistic rules in the L2 may be unconsciously acquired, such as syntactic speech
structure, and an EL may use those rules to guide his or her oral skills in the L2. The
complexity of any written language skills would require a learner to first notice the rules
of the grammatical structures, and consequently require phonemic awareness for
acquisition (Tarone & Bigelow, 2005).
Next, I will present the final factor in my discussion of pronunciation difficulties
in an L2 for adult ELs: the critical period hypothesis.
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A Further Factor: Critical Age
The critical period hypothesis theorizes that age is a factor in language
acquisition, and that after a certain time, usually adolescence, second language learning
becomes more difficult, specifically achieving native-like pronunciation (Lightbrown and
Spada, 2013). The hypothesis suggests that native-like pronunciation in a second
language is nearly impossible for adults who began second language acquisition past the
critical period (Lightbrown and Spada, 2013). Evidence for this can be seen in adults who
learned another language after adolescence, during adulthood, and still speak with a
foreign accent. An absence of the foreign accent would indicate a mastery of the
phonological rules in the second language (Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011).
The Somali students in my class, adult ELs, can pronounce both /p/ and /b/, as
described in my introduction. However, there still is an issue with the student’s ability to
notice the difference between the phonemes in speech, and consequently choose and
produce the correct phoneme between /p/ or /b/. The critical age hypothesis can partially
explain the difficulty these learners demonstrate in distinguishing between and producing
these phonemes in English. I do, however, feel that the hypothesis does not fully explain
or account for their errors. In my study, I aim to explore further explanation for the /p/
versus /b/ noticing and pronunciation issue beyond the attribution of age. My study looks
at adult EL’s ability to notice the difference between the allophonic split of /p/ and /b/,
and the ability to pronounce the phonemes in minimal pairs. I explain the use of minimal
pairs to highlight the contrast of the phonemes in the next section, and then describe how
using color photos as part of the CLT framework can increase phonemic awareness.
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Minimal Pairs
Minimal pairs are two words with different meanings that have only one single
sound difference that is in the same position in both words. Examples of minimal pairs
include: cat/hat, pan/tan, bar/car, phone/tone (Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011). It is
important to note that the difference in minimal pairs is the sound, or the phoneme, not
the spelling of the word. Minimal pair drills, focused on highlighting the single sound (or
phoneme) difference between two words, were a fundamental exercise during the
popularity of the audio-lingual method in the 1940s and 1950s in the United States as
well as Britain (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010). During this time, second language education
centered on the goal of correct pronunciation. The forefront of instruction, minimal pair
exercises provided sound discrimination as well as pronunciation practice for the
inventory of English phonemes (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010). Although second language
pedagogy has evolved in philosophy and methods, moving toward a more communicative
approach, minimal pair exercises continue to prove valuable to exploiting the phonemic
differences that affect meaning in any given language. Notable second language
acquisition authorities (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010; Parrish, 2004) as well as recent studies
(Hayes-Harb, 2007; Saito, 2013) have demonstrated the effectiveness of minimal pair use
in sound discrimination for second language phonemes. I used minimal pairs in my study
to highlight contrastive sounds.
Communicative Language Teaching and Color photos
In current second language pedagogy, one philosophy that commonly guides
instruction is Communicative Language Teaching (CLT). The CLT approach revolves
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around improving communication skills and fluency in a L2, while using meaningful and
authentic contexts to bring real-life language applications to the adult EL classroom
(Parrish, 2004). Commonly considered as the most utilized framework in current second
language teaching, CLT proponents have not entirely concluded how to fully incorporate
pronunciation instruction (Celce-Murica, et al., 2010). I propose that pronunciation
instruction, specifically instruction focused on phonemic differences between an L1 and
L2, such as an allophonic split, can be incorporated in an authentic manner by utilizing
color photos of minimal pairs to accentuate the differences between phonemes. I intend
for the color photos to create a stronger connection and understanding of the sounds and
words, and also an increased ability by the participants to notice the difference between
the minimal pairs, even without the benefit of literacy. Most research has demonstrated
literacy as requisite to phonemic awareness. Increasing awareness between a learner’s
L1, along with the corresponding L2 production, and the target language is an essential
first step in improving L2 pronunciation (Parrish, 2004; Tarone & Bigelow, 2013).
Several studies have examined research and conducted studies with pronunciation
instruction within CLT (Elliot, 1997; Saito, 2013). These studies demonstrated that
targeted pronunciation instruction within the CLT framework is proven to be an effective
mode of phoneme acquisition. My study specifically targets the /p/ versus /b/ allophonic
split for Somali ELs, and intends to show how direct pronunciation instruction can
benefit adult ELs as they learn to acquire the phonemic skills involved in the auditory
discrimination necessary to produce the correct phoneme and use the correct
pronunciation in English.
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Research Questions
My study aims to answer two questions:
1. What is the relationship between adult Somali EL’s ability to notice the

difference between /p/ and /b/ in audio examples with phonemes in wordinitial positions in a set of minimal pairs and their ability to correctly
pronounce the same minimal pairs?
2. Are color photos an effective tool in demonstrating the difference between

minimal pairs in an L2, measuring the effectiveness of the color photo use by
the improvement of noticing and pronunciation ability in the corresponding
minimal pairs?
Summary
In this chapter, I discussed the contrastive analysis hypothesis, the marked
differential hypothesis, and the noticing hypothesis, and all their pertinent roles in my
study. I summarized the role of the critical age hypothesis. I then presented relevant SLA
research with low-literate ELs in oral language processing, phonemic awareness and
literacy effects. Finally, I discussed the rationale behind my study, using minimal pairs
and color photos within a CLT framework to provide participants with visual cues which
will potentially increase their awareness of the phonemic contrast between /p/ and /b/,
and in turn improve their ability to choose and produce the correct phoneme in English.
In the next chapter, I present the methodology for my study and reasons for my choices.
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CHAPTER THREE
Methodology
My study examines the relationship between the ability of adult Somali ELs to
notice the difference between /p/ and /b/ in minimal pairs with the phonemes in wordinitial, audio examples, and the participant’s ability to produce those phonemes
accurately in English. My study also investigates whether the use of color photos of
minimal pairs used in pronunciation instruction improves the participant’s noticing ability
and pronunciation of the phonemes. My research questions are:
1. What is the relationship between adult Somali EL’s ability to notice the difference
between /p/ and /b/ in audio examples with the phonemes in word-initial position
in sets of minimal pairs and their ability to pronounce the same minimal pairs?
2. Are color photos an effective tool in demonstrating the difference between the
phonemes in minimal pairs?
Overview of the Chapter
In this chapter, I will detail the research methodology I used in my study. I used a
quasi-experimental design in my study consisting of three parts: a pre-treatment, a
targeted pronunciation instruction, and a post-treatment. I also included a beginning
sample exercise to ensure the participants understood the guidelines and expectations as
we proceeded with the study. Also in this chapter, I will provide the reasons behind my
design choice, provide a description of my research paradigm, present the details of my
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data collection procedures, and describe the setting and the participants in my study. I
used recommendations by Celce-Murica et al., (2010) in my approach to my
pronunciation instruction session. I formulated the framework of my study to
accommodate my participants’ potential literacy skills while incorporating recommended
techniques for teaching pronunciation: listening and imitation, minimal pair drills, and
visual aids (Celce-Murica et al., 2010).
Quasi-Experimental Research Paradigm
Quasi-experimental research falls under the quantitative research paradigm.
Mackey and Gass (2016) state that quantitative research is characterized by the
manipulation of variables in order to test a given hypothesis (2016). The goal of a
quantitative research design is to investigate if there is a relationship between the
respective variables in the study. In my design, an experimental research method, one of
the variables, or multiple variables, are intentionally altered to establish the effect on
another variable or variables (Mackey & Gass, 2016).
I chose this design because I wanted to discover if there is a relationship between
noticing ability and pronunciation ability and also explore the effectiveness of using color
photos to differentiate between phonemes. The ability to conduct my research in
individual, one-time sessions consisting of a pre-assessment, treatment group A and
treatment group B, and a post-assessment, was the best possible design that coordinated
with the availability and time constraints of my participants. This design also allowed for
me to create parameters that accommodated my participants’ literacy levels.
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Role of the Researcher
Currently, I am a substitute EL teacher at an English language learning school for
adults. I was granted permission from the school to approach students and ask them to
participate in my study. I had access to a private classroom where I conducted individual
sessions with all my participants.
Data Collection

Location/Setting
My study took place at an English learning school for adults in a major
metropolitan city in the Midwest area of the United States. The school is part of larger
network of resources in the metropolitan area for immigrants and refugees. The school
offers free English and computer literacy classes, focusing on communicative language
skills, numeracy instruction, and basic computer skills aimed to prepare the students for
employment opportunities, as well as build their independence for a self-sustainable life
in the U.S.
Participants
I had six total participants, all of them female. I had five participants one day, and
the last participant the following day. Each of my participants signed consent letters that I
provided to them in English and Somali. Only two out of six of my participants read the
letters in Somali before they signed the consent letters. None of the participants read the
English consent letter. I recorded the audio from each session with each participant.
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At the English language learning school, the students’ reading and math skills are
formally measured by the CASAS reading and math tests. The director of the English
school graciously provided me with the background information for the participants, with
each of their written consent. The participants’ reading skill results are divided into ESL
(English as a second language) levels, measured from ESL level 1 to ESL level 6. Their
math skill results are divided into ABE (adult basic education) levels, from ABE Level 1
to ABE Level 6. In the results from 5/1/2016 to 11/2/2016, 100 out of 291 total students
tested at the lowest reading level, ESL level 1. ESL level 1 indicates that students have
little to no English language literacy skills. My participants’ ESL levels ranged from level
2 to level 6. Table 1 represents all background information for the participants in my
study.
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Table 1
Background Information of Participants
Participant
Number and
name

Age

Education

Native
Lifetime hours in
Country English school

CASAS
Reading
Level

P1: Filad

43

Non-US:
No schooling

Kenya

ESL 6

P2: Dhool

38

Non-US:
Grades 1-5

Somalia 457

ESL 5

P3: Hani

50

Non-US:
Grades 1-5

Somalia 42

ESL 2

P4: Canab

31

Non-US:
Grades 6-8

Somalia 361.25

ESL 3

P5: Halgan

No
information
Available

P6: Amran

37

Non-US:
No schooling

Somalia 1276.25

ESL 4

305.5

All names are pseudonyms. I obtained permission from each participant to access
her information from the English school where I conducted my study. No background
information was available for participant #5 as I was not able to obtain her permission to
access her background data (due to ongoing absence at the school). All participants were
female and all the participant’s native languages are Somali, so I did not include this
information on the table.
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Sample Exercise
To begin my study, I included a beginning sample exercise to ensure each
participant understood the guidelines and expectations as we proceeded with the
study. The beginning sample exercise was a quick example of the study itself, using twoletter sounds as was done in the study, except the sample sounds in this preliminary
exercise began with /s/ and /m/ instead of /b/ and /p/. This sample exercise demonstrated
what was required of each participant as we moved through the study and what was
expected in her responses.
Data Collection Tool One: Pre-Assessment
The first data collection technique I utilized was an assessment designed to
measure skill or level before any treatment begins (Mackay & Gass, 2016). This preassessment measured noticing ability between /p/ and /b/ in minimal pairs with the
phoneme word-initially and all the English vowels, a, e, i, o, u, word-finally. See
Appendix A for the complete list of two-letter minimal pairs used. I administered this
pre-assessment for all my participants. The pre-assessment consisted of two parts; the
first part measured each participant’s auditory ability to notice the difference between
two-letter minimal pairs with /p/ and /b/ in word-initial positions and all the English
vowels, a, e, i, o, u, word-finally. I read the words aloud in minimal pair sets, for
example, “ba/pa”. As I read the minimal pairs aloud, I asked each participant if the
sounds were the same or different. I repeated the minimal pairs as needed or if the
participant asked me to repeat them.
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The second part of the pre-assessment gathered each participant’s ability to
pronounce the same minimal pairs as in the pre-noticing ability assessment; the /p/ and
/b/ in minimal pairs with the phoneme word-initially and all the English vowels, a, e, i, o,
u, word-finally. I proceeded in the same manner as the noticing pre-assessment. I read
the minimal pairs one at a time, and asked each participant to repeat the minimal pairs as
she heard them. To maintain validity of the study, I did not give any feedback to the
participants in either part of the pre-assessment sections.
Treatment Group A and Treatment Group B with Pronunciation Instruction
The next part of the session was the treatment with groups A and B, and the
pronunciation instruction where I utilized a comparison group design. According to
Mackey and Gass (2016), a comparison group design allows for participants to be
randomly assigned to a group, and different treatments are used for each group. I used
one-on-one, targeted pronunciation instruction with each participant for the phonemes /b/
and /p/ in minimal pairs, for example, “bill/pill”. There were two treatment groups:
treatment group A and treatment group B. Treatment group A did not use color photos of
minimal pairs, the independent variable, and treatment group B did use color photos. See
Appendix B for the entire list of minimal pairs used with /b/ and /p/ word-initially and all
the color photos of the minimal pairs used.
During the pronunciation instruction session, each participant and I reviewed the
list of five minimal pairs beginning with /b/ and /p/. I read each set of minimal pairs
aloud, one pair at a time, and asked each participant to repeat the pair of words after
me. During treatment group B, I showed each participant a color photo of each word as
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we reviewed the pronunciation. I did not use the color photos in treatment group A. I
spent as much time on each minimal pair as was necessary for the participants to
correctly pronounce the words. My qualitative notes from each participant’s session is
detailed in the next section, data collection tool two.
For all the participants, I included an additional technique to help increase each
participant’s awareness of the difference between the phonemes. I used a tissue to show
the puff of air that accompanies the aspirated /p/, and also the absence of air while
pronouncing the unaspirated /b/. We practiced the minimal pairs until the participant
correctly pronounced the words. I repeated the minimal pairs as needed if the participant
asked me to repeat them, or if the participant needed to hear them again to ascertain a
valid response from her.
Data Collection Tool Two: Observation Notes during Treatments
During the pronunciation instruction, I recorded specific notes about each
participant as we conducted our session; these notes are data collection tool two. In the
results table, I recorded the number of attempts each participant needed to correctly
produce each set of minimal pairs. I also recorded all the comments each participant
made as we progressed in the study, and any specific problems each participant
encountered. The notes are qualitative in nature, as defined by Mackay & Gass (2016)
where qualitative research methodology is one that describes rather than gathers
numerical data.
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Data Collection Tool Three: Post-Assessment
Following the pronunciation instruction session, I conducted another assessment,
the post-assessment. In the post-assessment, the effects of the treatment are assessed
directly after the treatment (Mackey and Gass, 2016). The post-assessment utilized the
same procedure and used the same minimal pair examples as in the pre-assessment. Just
as in the pre-assessment, in the noticing post-assessment I read the list of two-letter
minimal pairs with /b/ and /p/ word-initially, followed by all the English vowel sounds, a,
e, i, o, u, word-finally. I asked each participant to tell me if the words were the same or
different. I then assessed each participant’s ability to pronounce the same minimal pairs. I
read the minimal pairs, one-by-one, and asked each participant to repeat the words. The
post-assessment measured the change of each participant’s noticing and pronunciation
ability of the given minimal pairs with /p/ and /b/ word-initially. Appendix A contains the
entire list of two-letter minimal pairs.
Ethics
My study took the following steps to ensure the rights of all participants were
secured:
1) All participants remained completely anonymous by labeling each participant
numerically and using pseudonyms in the results.
2) I presented a consent letter to each participant, in Somali and English, detailing the
study, and obtained written consent from each participant securing her permission as
participants in my study.
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3) I obtained written permission from the director of the English language learning
school where I conducted my research.
4) I used a Somali translator when needed to ensure each participant understood her role
in my study, and her option to discontinue participation at any time.
5) I submitted and obtained permission from Hamline University’s Human Subjects
Committee for my inclusion of human participants in my study.
6) I obtained written consent from each participant (with the exception of participant
number five) to access and use her background information in my study from the English
language learning school.
Validity of Results
I used a quasi-experimental research design to investigate if there is a relationship
between noticing ability and pronunciation ability and also explore the effectiveness in
using color photos to differentiate between phonemes. I created a triangulation of data
with my three data collection tools: the pre-assessment, the qualitative notes in the
pronunciation instruction session, and the post-assessment. Triangulation allows my
collection of data to be viewed from multiple viewpoints; the quantitative data allows for
determining the effect of the independent variable, the color photos, and the qualitative
data allows for the experience of each participant to be considered (Mackey and Gass,
2016). Together the data provides for a broader understanding of the significance of the
pronunciation instruction session.
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Data Analysis
My study was examining each participant’s ability to notice the difference
between /b/ and /p/ in minimal pairs, as well as exploring the effect of using color photos
in pronunciation instruction. I recorded the audio from each session with each participant.
To analyze my data, I created tables of the results from each participant. The results are
displayed in tables that are divided into treatment group A (no color photos) and
treatment group B (color photos). My first research question is addressed by the tables
that represent the pre-assessment for pre-noticing and pre-production of /b/ and /p/, and
the table for post-noticing and post-production of the phonemes. I also provided a
percentage summary from all the participants to look at the overall results for the onetime noticing and production of /b/ and /p/. I summarized the results in order to highlight
any patterns that emerged and detail those patterns with respect to my literature review.
My second research question is addressed by the table that represents the results
from the pronunciation session including the qualitative notes. In this table, I indicate
how many attempts each participant needed to correctly produce the minimal pair
presented. This table and the qualitative notes explore the impact of using color photos in
pronunciation instruction.
Conclusion
In this chapter, I explained and described the methods I used in my study and
reasons for my choices. The next chapter will present the results of my study, which
sought to determine the ability of adult Somali ELs to notice the difference between /p/
and /b/ in minimal pairs with the phoneme word-initially, and also each participant’s
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ability to pronounce the same minimal pairs. I conducted a pre-assessment, a
pronunciation instruction session, and a post-assessment. I used two different treatments
in the pronunciation instruction: treatment group A did not use color photos and
treatment group B did use color photos. Also in the pronunciation instruction, I used a
tissue to demonstrate the puff of air which accompanies /p/, and the absence of air in /b/.
To measure the change in each participant’s ability to produce and notice the difference
between /p/ and /b/ in minimal pairs, I conducted a post-assessment identical to the preassessment. In the Chapter Four, I will present the results from my study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results
I posited two research questions before I began this study:
1. What is the relationship between adult Somali ELs’ ability to notice the difference
between /p/ and /b/ in audio examples with phonemes in word-initial positions in
a set of minimal pairs and their ability to correctly pronounce the same minimal
pairs?
2. In working with adults ELs, are color photos an effective tool in demonstrating
the difference between minimal pairs, measuring the effectiveness by the
improvement of the pronunciation of the minimal pairs?
I used a quasi-experimental design in my study, consisting of three parts: the preassessment (data collection tool one), the pronunciation instruction session (containing
qualitative notes representing data collection tool two), and the post-assessment (data
collection tool three). I also completed a beginning sample exercise with each participant
before the study began to ensure each participant understood the guidelines and
expectations as we proceeded with the study.
Pre- and Post-Treatment Noticing and Production
To address research question one regarding the participants’ ability to notice the
difference between /b/ and /p/ and their ability to correctly pronounce the same minimal
pairs, Tables 2 and 3 display the relationship between noticing and production of /b/ and
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/p/. The pre-treatment and post-treatment noticing and production results are displayed
together in one table for each treatment group; table 2 represents treatment group A and
table 3 represents treatment group B.
Table 2
Noticing and Production Pre-and Post-Treatment Group A (No Color Photos)
Participant Number and
Name

Pre-treatment
Noticing

Posttreatment
Noticing

Pretreatment
Production

Posttreatment
Production

P1: Filad

0/5 D
4/4 S

1/3 D
4/4 S

1/5 D
1/2 S

3/3 D
2/2 S

P3: Hani

4/5 D
5/5 S

5/5 D
5/5 S

0/4 D
6/6 S

5/5 D
5/5 S

P5: Halgan

1/5 D
5/5 S

5/5 D
1/6 S

4/4 D
5/5 S

4/5 D
2/8 S

Table 3
Noticing and Production Pre-and Post-Treatment Group B (Color Photos)
Participant Number and
Name

Pre-treatment
noticing

Posttreatment
Noticing

Pretreatment
Production

Posttreatment
Production

P2: Dhool

4/5 D
4/4 S

5/5 D
5/5 S

1/5 D
6/6 S

4/5 D
4/4 S

P4: Canab

4/5 D
3/4 S

5/5 D
4/5 S

2/5 D
1/4 S

5/5 D
4/4 S

P6: Amran

0/5 D
10/10 S

5/5 D
5/10 S

2/5 D
10/10 S

5/5 D
8/10 S
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Table 2 and Table 3 provide the data on the participant’s pre- and post-noticing
and pronunciation ability of /b/ and /p/. The pre-treatment results provide an insight into
the relationship between one-time noticing and pronunciation ability for /b/ and /p/
without the specific one-on-one, direct instruction of the phonemes that occurred in the
pronunciation instruction session. The post-treatment results indicate the one-time effect
of the pronunciation instruction.
The scores in the pre-and post-treatment noticing column represent the number of
correct answers out of the total number of answers possible. The “S” and “D” stand for
same and different, referring to the two-letter syllables used, and denote if the syllable
was duplicated or if a minimal pair was used. If it represents the two-letter syllables
where the same syllable was repeated, such “ba/ba”, it will be indicated by a “S”. If it
represents a minimal pair, such as “ba/pa”, it will be indicated by a “D”.
As an example, for participant two, Dhool, in her pre-treatment noticing, had a
4/5 D and 4/4 S. This score indicates two sets of data: how many items Dhool answered
correctly when asked if the two-letter syllables were the same or if they were different
(#/#), and whether the syllables were indeed the same or different (S or D). Appendix C
contains the individual results from each participant.
From the results, all the participants either retained the same noticing ability or
improved their noticing ability of /b/ and /p/ after the one-time pronunciation instruction
session. Regarding the participants’ production ability, all the participants, with the
exception of participant five, Halgan, had improved production scores after the
pronunciation instruction session. I felt that Halgan overgeneralized her responses in the
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post-treatment noticing and production, and gave answers of “different” because of a
heightened awareness of the /b/ versus /p/ distinction. In looking at Halgan’s pre- and
post-noticing responses, her noticing ability increased from 1/5 to 5/5 when the syllables
were different, and decreased from 5/5 to 1/6 when the syllables were the same. For
Halgan’s production results, her production ability remained about the same, 4/4 to 4/5,
with the syllables that were different, and decreased from 5/5 to 2/8 with the syllables
that were the same. So, I speculate that in the one-time noticing and production ability, it
was Halgan’s magnified awareness of the /b/ versus /p/ distinction that seemed to lead to
an overgeneralization with her deeming the same two-letter syllables as different instead.
Table 4 is a summary of all the results from all participants: pre-treatment
noticing, post-treatment noticing, pre-treatment production, post-treatment production.
The results are presented in percentages representing the total number of correct answers.
The results in bold represent the participants who received the color photos in the
pronunciation instruction session.
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Table 4
Summary of all Participants’ Pre- and Post-Noticing and Production
Participant Name and Number

Pretreatment
Noticing

Posttreatment
Noticing

Pretreatment
Production

Posttreatment
production

P1: Filad

44.4%

71.4%

28.6%

100%

P2: Dhool

88.9%

100%

63.6%

88.9%

P3: Hani

90%

100%

60%

100%

P4: Canab

77.8%

90%

33.33%

100%

P5: Halgan

60%

54.5%

100%

46.1%

P6: Amran

66.7%

66.7%

80%

86.7%

Summary of all
Participants

71.3%

80.4%

60.9%

86.9%

My first research question asks about the relationship between the ability to notice
and the ability to pronounce /b/ and /p/ with the phoneme in word-initial position, and the
results reflect each participant’s ability in the pre- and post-assessments with the effect of
targeted instruction of the phonemes. The results of the pre- and post-assessments do not
substantiate that the ability to notice the difference between /b/ and /p/ is correlational to
the ability to produce the phonemes, at least in this one-time session. However, as shown
in the qualitative notes in the upcoming tables five and six, there is evidence of noticing
within each participant’s comments or production during the pronunciation instruction. In
the next section, I will highlight those comments, as well as look at my second research
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question to explore the evidence within the results that shows the effectiveness of using
visuals in pronunciation instruction to demonstrate an allophonic split.
Pronunciation Instruction Session
To address research question two, I will now focus on the results of the
pronunciation instruction session, and how the use of color photos within the two
different treatment groups (treatment A and treatment B) affected the outcome of each
participant’s noticing and pronunciation ability for /b/ and /p/ in the given minimal pairs.
My second research question asked if color photos, the independent variable, were an
effective means to demonstrate the difference between /b/ and /p/ in order to increase
noticing ability and raise the pronunciation accuracy of the phonemes. Tables 5 and 6
present the results from the pronunciation instruction sessions, with treatment group A
(Table 5), which did not use color photos of the minimal pairs, and treatment group B
(Table 6), which did use color photos.
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Table 5
Pronunciation Instruction Session with Minimal Pairs Results for
Group A (no color photos used)
Name

Minimal
Pairs Taught

P1:
Filad

bath/path

3

bill/pill

2

beach/peach

1

big/pig

1

bye/pie

1

bill/pill

9

bath/path

1

big/pig

1

bye/pie

1

beach/peach

1

bath/path

3

bill/pill

1

big/pig

1

bye/pie

1

beach/peach

5

P3:
Hanab

P5:
Halgan

# of tries
needed for
accuracy

Notes

The first minimal pair, bath/path, took Filad three tries
to pronounce correctly. We used the tissue for each
minimal pair, and the tissue really helped Filad hear
the difference in the words.

Hanab pronounced the first minimal pair, bill/pill,
incorrectly six times before she began to hear the
difference in the sounds with the use of the tissue,
and then practiced the correct pronunciation three times
before finally pronouncing both words correctly.

Halgan said “path/path” three times after I read the first
minimal pair, then I showed her the words with the
tissue and pronounced it correctly immediately.
Halgan took five times to correctly pronounce
“beach/peach”. She struggled with the “ch” sound.
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Table 6
Pronunciation Instruction with Minimal Pairs Results for Group B (color photos used)
Name

Minimal
Pairs Taught

P2:
Dhool

bath/path

1

bill/pill

1

beach/peach

1

big/pig

1

bye/pie

1

beach/peach

3

bill/pill

1

big/pig

1

bye/pie

1

bath/path

1

bath/path

3

bill/pill

1

big/pig

1

bye/pie

1

beach/peach

1

P4:
Canab

P6:
Amran

# of tries
needed for
accuracy

Notes

Although Dhool correctly pronounced the first minimal
pair on the first try, I showed her the tissue with the
second minimal pair. Her pronunciation became
clearer as she then accentuated the /b/ and /p/ in the
subsequent pronunciations of the following minimal
pairs.

Canab commented when we began that /b/ and /p/
were sounds made on the “inside” and “outside”,
respectively. I used the tissue in the first minimal pair,
and after she correctly pronounced that set she didn’t
need any further instruction to accurately pronounce the
following minimal pairs.

When I read the first minimal pair, bath and path, Amran
first said “bath/bath”. Then I used the tissue, and
Amran said, “Ah, yes, P”, as if right then she
understood what sound she was trying to say.
Amran also told me she was fearful when we started the
study because she thought I might be with “that man.” I
quickly deduced she was talking about Donald Trump,
and I promised her that was not the case.
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The results in tables 5 and 6 are presented in two categories: minimal pairs
taught and # of tries needed for accuracy. All the participants received the same five
minimal pairs in instruction, but the presentation order of the minimal pairs varied. The
column minimal pairs taught lists the minimal pairs according to the order of instruction.
The column # of tries needed for accuracy displays the number of tries each participant
needed to correctly pronounce both words in the minimal pairs. In both tables 5 and 6, I
included qualitative notes from each session, which are data collection tool two. The
notes in bold represent the instances of noticing. The notes added another layer of
validity as well as another perspective to the results, and provide an insight to each
participant’s prior knowledge and understanding of /b/ and /p/.
Research question two asked if the color photos in treatment group B, the
independent variable, were an effective means to improve the noticing ability of the
phonemes /b/ and /p/. So, in looking at the overall results, did the color photos increase
noticing ability? To begin with, treatment group B had slightly better results in the
pronunciation instruction session in terms of tries needed for accuracy of minimal pair
pronunciation. After the introduction of the first minimal pair set, all the participants in
treatment group B correctly pronounced the remaining four minimal pairs on the first
attempt. Further, treatment group B also needed fewer attempts overall for pronunciation
accuracy with the first minimal set presented. Treatment group A’s results reveal that
those participants needed more overall attempts to correctly pronounce the first minimal
pairs presented. Treatment group A also needed more attempts for accuracy in the
subsequent minimal pairs. These results indicate that the use of color photos in
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pronunciation instruction may improve noticing and production ability of an allophonic
split, specifically in the instance of this study with the phonemes of /b/ and /p/. However,
my own observations of the use of the tissue to demonstrate the difference between the
phonemes suggests the importance of the use of this additional tool in increasing each
participant’s phonemic awareness and noticing ability.
For all the participants, during the pronunciation instruction, although at different
times, I saw a moment of awareness on their faces when they fully heard the difference
between /p/ and /b/, and this awareness coincided with the demonstration with the tissue.
While the numerical results indicate the color photos improved noticing and
pronunciation ability, I felt that the use of a tissue to demonstrate the puff of air
associated with the voiced /b/ may have provided as much support as the color photos
did. The tissue showed the physicality of the phonemes, and how the phonemes are
produced, so I believe the use of the tissue also led to an increased awareness of the
difference between the phonemes.
Observations
My study went as planned except for three minor variations from the original
details in my design. To begin with, I thought I was going to need an interpreter during
the study itself to help translate directions and interpret possible questions from the
participants. I had a Somali man who works at the English school available and willing to
translate for me, but it turned out the participants and I were able to communicate
adequately without his help. I only used the translator in one instance; one participant
asked for help translating the consent letter.
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The next variation occurred in both the pre-assessment and the post-assessment. I
intended to present the complete inventory of two-letter syllables during the preassessment and post-assessment to each participant. Due to time constraints, I wasn’t able
to include each example of the two-letter syllables for any participant except participant
six, Amran. If I had the opportunity to survey all the participants with the complete
inventory as I did Amran, I would have been able to gather a wider range of data. I also
did not present the same two-letter syllables in the noticing and pronunciation
assessments, so I was not able to directly compare the ability to notice with the ability to
produce those same examples. If I had presented the complete inventory of two-letter
syllables to all the participants, I think I would have been able to specifically look at each
participant’s ability to notice and produce the same two-letter syllable examples by
comparison. As it is, my results only provide an overall picture of the connection of
noticing to production.
Another variation to my original plan was in the pronunciation instruction session.
I intended to have all the participants feel their throats for the vibration in pronouncing
/b/. However, all my participants were female and wore hijabs that obstructed the access
to their necks, so after unsuccessfully attempting that technique with the first participant,
I did not try with any of the following participants. Other than those three slight
variations, the study went along as planned.
In Chapter Five, I will analyze my results and discuss the role of Schmidt’s
noticing hypothesis, consider the implications and limitations of my study, then look to
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my potential future research, and finally reflect on what the capstone process has meant
to me.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion
In Chapter Five, to conclude my work, I will interpret and discuss my results
while considering my research questions and within the context of Schmidt’s noticing
hypothesis; I discuss the teaching implications from the findings of my study; I propose
the possible limitations in my research; I contemplate my future research endeavors; and
finally, I will reflect on my own personal learnings from my capstone process.
My study was an exploration into the relationship between the ability of adult
Somali EL’s ability to notice the difference between /p/ and /b/ in two-letter, minimal
pair syllables, and each participant’s ability to pronounce the same phonemes in the given
minimal pairs. I also investigated the effect of using color photos in a targeted, one-onone pronunciation instruction session, using visuals of the minimal pair examples
beginning with /p/ and /b/. I utilized two treatment groups in my research design:
treatment group A did not use color photos during the session, and treatment group B did
use color photos. I also included another tool during the pronunciation instruction for all
the participants, a tissue to demonstrate the puff of air in the aspirated /p/, and the
absence of air in the unaspirated /b/. I developed a triangulation of data collection tools to
instill another level of validity within my results: the pre-assessment, data collection tool
one; the qualitative notes in the pronunciation instruction session, data collection tool
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two; and the post-assessment, data collection tool three. In the following sections, I will
analyze my data while considering both of my research questions.
Major Findings
Data Analysis of Research Question One
According to Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis, a language learner must be
consciously aware of a language feature before the feature is acquired. I hypothesized
that the participants who displayed higher levels of noticing accuracy in the two-letter
syllable minimal pairs would also be able to produce the same minimal pairs with greater
accuracy. I used Schmidt’s definition of consciousness as awareness, in which Schmidt
states that a second language learner can acquire new information in a second language
only when the information is noticed first, given Schmidt’s definition of noticing as a
focal awareness. Within this definition, the contrast between /p/ and /b/ in English needs
to be recognized by a participant and brought into focal awareness in order to be
acquired. I proposed that because my adult Somali ELs can produce both /p/ and /b/, they
have perceived the sounds on one level, but due to the students regularly inverting the
phonemes, the step of noticing as a focal awareness had not yet occurred. My first
research question asked:
What is the relationship between adult Somali ELs’ ability to notice the difference
between /p/ and /b/ in audio examples with phonemes in word-initial positions in a set of
minimal pairs and their ability to correctly pronounce the same minimal pairs?
I hypothesized that the participants who displayed higher levels of accuracy in
minimal pair recognition would also be able to pronounce the same minimal pairs with
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greater accuracy in pronunciation. I postulated that this may indicate a correlation
relationship in noticing ability and pronunciation.
While addressing my research question, and considering my hypothesis and
proposed correlational relationship between noticing and pronunciation ability, I must
first acknowledge the limitation in my procedure while conducting the pre- and postnoticing and production assessments. As I stated in my observations, I did not present
each participant, other than participant six, Amran, with the complete inventory of twoletter syllables in the pre- and post-noticing and production assessments, so consequently
I do not have the potential complete data possible to compare specific identical examples
in both the pre- and post-noticing and production assessments.
However, in the results from participants one through five, there is not a strong
indication that noticing ability is directly linked to production ability of /b/ and /p/.
However, it must be taken into consideration that this was a one-time assessment of
noticing and production ability, and the effect of the one-time pronunciation instruction.
Therefore, the results of my study in noticing and production ability did not explicitly
support my hypothesis, nor did they give evidence of a clear correlational relationship
between noticing and production of /b/ and /p/. I will discuss this further in my future
research, but I feel with a potential extended research design, and repeated, targeted
pronunciation instruction over numerous sessions, the connection between noticing and
production could potentially become more concrete.
To further consider Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis, and specifically and most
importantly focal awareness, there is the question of whether the participants had a
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heightened awareness of the difference between the phonemes after the targeted
pronunciation instruction. I will look to research question two to explore this prospect.
Data Analysis of Research Question Two
To address my second research question in my research design, I investigated if
color photos are an effective means in demonstrating the difference between /b/ and /p/ in
minimal pairs during the pronunciation instruction session. In my literature review, I
stated that using visuals, such as color photos, are a recommended technique within CLT,
specifically in pronunciation instruction. The color photos were my independent variable,
and I presented the color photos in treatment group B only to ascertain the photos’ effect
on the noticing and pronunciation ability of the participants in that treatment group. In
both treatment groups A and B, I used another tool, a tissue to exhibit the difference
between the aspirated /p/ and the unaspirated /b/.
I built my hypothesis around Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis, and his definition of
consciousness as awarenesss, in which Schmidt states that a second language learner can
acquire new information in a second language only when the information is noticed first.
Within this definition, the contrast between /p/ and /b/ in English needs to be recognized
by a participant and brought into focal awareness in order to be acquired. I hypothesized
that the step of noticing as a focal awareness has not yet occurred for my participants,
because although they can produce both /p/ and /b/, they have the issue of substituting /b/
for /p/ in English.
Did the color photos demonstrate the difference between /b/ and /p/ more
effectively than the sessions without their use, and consequently did the color photos help
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to bring the phonemes into the focal awareness of my participants? The results indicate
that the use of color photos for treatment group B did indeed improve noticing ability
between /b/ and /p/ at a higher rate than in treatment group A, and consequently may
have led to an increase in the participant’s ability to pronounce the minimal pairs. The
color photos increased the participant’s noticing ability of /b/ and /p/ in treatment group
B, and helped to bring the phonemes into the participant’s focal awareness, as indicated
by the improved production ability in the pronunciation instruction. Within my
qualitative notes in tables 5 and 6, I indicated where and how each participant
demonstrated an example of noticing. While most of the noticing was demonstrated in
conjunction with the use of the tissue, participant #4 provided a verbal indication of
noticing in one of her comments: /b/ and /p/ were sounds made on the ‘inside’ and
‘outside,’ respectively.
There was improved noticing and production for all the participants after the
pronunciation instruction, whether the color photos were included or not. As I indicated
in the qualitative notes from the pronunciation session for all six participants, the use of
the tissue to demonstrate the mechanics in the pronunciation of /b/ and /p/ appeared to
help the participants hear the distinction between the phonemes, and brought the
phonemic awareness of the phonemes into the participants’ focal awareness.
Implications
The most significant outcome of the capstone process for me was the
confirmation of how beneficial targeted pronunciation instruction can be, specifically
with adults. According to the critical age hypothesis, it is difficult for a non-native
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speaker to achieve native-like pronunciation past the period of adolescence. However,
with targeted instruction focusing on a specific pronunciation goal, my study supports the
notion that adult ELs can improve their pronunciation ability. Within a communicative
language teaching environment in the adult ESL classroom, my results support the notion
that targeted pronunciation instruction can also increase noticing and production ability.
The other key implication I have concluded from my study is the importance of
visual clues for pronunciation instruction. Visual and tactile aids, such as color photos, or
one as simple as a tissue, can be used with minimal planning to demonstrate certain
phonetic aspects of English. While I did not use the intended throat exercise to further
demonstrate the difference between a voiced and voiceless consonant, this technique is
also another way to use a simple tactile clue to aid in pronunciation instruction.
Limitations
I propose that there were seven limitations with my study: 1) My group of
participants was small, with only six participants. Conducting the same research with a
larger body of participants could produce more patterns in the data at higher numbers. 2)
I only had female participants. With a larger group consisting of male and female, there
would have been the opportunity to observe if there were any similarities or differences
between the genders. 3) My study was a one-time session. If I had access to interview the
participants after a period of time, such as 2 weeks later, I could have reassessed their
ability to notice the difference between /p/ and /b/ and correctly pronounce the sounds.
Also, if I had the opportunity to conduct multiple, targeted pronunciation sessions, I may
have seen an even greater increase in noticing and production ability. 4) I proposed that
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all of my participants would have low-literacy skills. The only data I had to measure the
participants’ literacy levels was the ESL Reading levels, which ranged from ESL Level 2
to ESL Level 6. Only two of my participants could read the consent letters. 5) I did not
have explicit data on the participants’ previous exposure to English. While I had data on
the number of hours in English school, and the amount of schooling in their native
countries, I did not know how long the participants have been in the US. 6) The results
from each participant’s noticing and pronunciation ability could be inflated due to the
Hawthorne effect. The Hawthorne effect pertains to observational and controlled
research, where the participants modify their behavior, potentially performing at an
increased ability, while being observed (Mackey & Gass, 2016). 7) The results of my
study may have also be influenced by causal versus careful speech production. In
everyday dialogue, people generally use casual speech or informal speech, characterized
by linguistic variations such as slang use, assimilation, deletion and epenthesis (CelceMurcia et al., 2010, Mihalicek & Wilson, 2011). Assimilation, deletion and epenthesis
refer to processes where sounds are changed, deleted or added in connected speech
common in casual speech (Celce-Murcia et al., 2010). In my study, my participants may
have exhibited careful speech because of the focus on their input.
Future Research
I was truly inspired by the design and results of my study, and I have several ideas
concerning future research, whether it be formal or informal. The first area I know I want
to continue to explore is pronunciation instruction with adult ELs. I would like to help my
students with their pronunciation to improve their intelligibility and comprehensibility,
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and I will continue to research methods and techniques to improve pronunciation. I also
wish to encourage other researchers and future graduate students to explore areas of
productive and useful pronunciation instruction and techniques. Due to a large Somali
population in Minnesota, as educators and researchers, we have a unique opportunity to
work with this group and learn more about how they acquire English.
The second area I would like to delve further into is the relationship between
noticing and production ability. Although my results did not explicitly support my
hypothesis, or provide clear evidence of a correlational relationship between noticing and
production, I realize my study was a one-time, limited exploration into the relationship
between noticing and production. I want to continue to pursue the connection between
noticing and production. In my future research, I would like the opportunity to investigate
data that is similar to my study, but utilizing a longer time frame between assessments.
Specifically, I would like the opportunity to conduct a follow-up post-assessment for
noticing and production ability after a more significant time period. I also would like to
include more numerous pronunciation instruction sessions. Schmidt (1990) suggests that
in order to expect accurate production, one must first notice a feature. Once noticed,
accurate production can take time to be continually achieved. My qualitative results
indicated heightened awareness of the /b/ versus /p/ distinction, or noticing of the
phonemic contrast, but I would need more time to observe the longevity of noticing
ability. I feel as though I could have ascertained the benefits of the pronunciation
instruction of /b/and /p/ more concretely if I had the opportunity to utilize a time-series
design.
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My original interest in this topic was with low-literate Somali learners like those I
first worked with as a substitute teacher. I would like to replicate my study with learners
who are non-literate so as to contribute to research with that under-represented learner
population (Bigelow et. al, 2006; Tarone and Bigelow, 2005). While this had been my
original intention for the present study, some of the learners who volunteered to
participate ended up being at a higher literacy level than I anticipated. Furthermore, I
would need to develop a more accurate tool for assessing their L1 literacy, perhaps
having participants paraphrase what they understand from the informed consent letter
written in their L1.
A final area that merits more exploration is the impact of instructional tools such
as the tissue to demonstrate the puff of air that accompanies the unvoiced /p/ in noticing
and production. In order to determine whether that tool alone has the greatest impact on
improvements in noticing and production, I would need to conduct another study with
one group using only the tissue without the accompanying photos.
Personal Learnings
During this capstone process, I have developed a clear platform for my professional
development goals. I now have two interwoven goals that I want to continue to pursue in
my personal education: learning more pronunciation instruction techniques, and
continuing to educate myself about the first languages of my students, not only in the
areas of phonetics and phonology, but syntax, morphology, and even semantics and
pragmatics as well.
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Language learners have a myriad of linguistic aspects to acquire. When I substitute
teach, I try to strike a balance between teaching basic skills and the lesson of the day.
Factoring in pronunciation instruction can sometimes seem overwhelming, for both me
and the students, especially for those who are gaining literacy for the first time. For this
group of ELs, many of whom are refugees, it is a remarkable undertaking for me just to
achieve a connection and gain their trust, especially as a substitute teacher. With a new
class, I often spend quite a bit of time answering questions about myself, usually about
my family or my teaching credentials, because the students want to know they can trust
me and that I am a bona fide teacher. Once I establish a mutual understanding and trust, I
then need to achieve comprehension and commitment on behalf of the students for
proceeding with our lesson for the day. When it is feasible and when intelligibility is a
factor, I stress correct pronunciation with the students because I can see their confidence
grow when they are correct, and being correct means they are increasing their oral skills
in English. To be able to provide exceptional pronunciation instruction, I believe it is
important to understand where pronunciation issues may occur with the students, such as
the allophonic split in the case of my study. I will be more prepared and effective as a
teacher if I am equipped with an arsenal of pronunciation instruction techniques designed
to address the source of the learner’s errors.
Along the same line, in my own education, I want to continue to grow my
understanding of my student’s languages. As an English language educator, I may not
presently be able to readily identify the reasons for my student’s errors, but if I continue
to learn more about the language of my students, I can increase my awareness of the
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potential reasons for their errors. Then I can learn and develop more specific and
meaningful teaching tools designed to acknowledge the source of the learner’s errors and
adapt my instruction. For example, in pronunciation instruction, if I understand certain
phonetic and phonemic variations between English and my student’s L1, I can create
instruction targeted to raise awareness to the differences. The critical age theory suggests
that native-like pronunciation is almost impossible to achieve for my adult ELs, yet this is
not my continuous goal in the adult ESL classroom. My goal is for intelligibility,
comprehensibility, and to instill confidence in my students and their speech.
Conclusion
In Chapter Five, I analyzed my data while looking at my research questions and
within the context of Schmidt’s noticing hypothesis. While my data does not specifically
support my hypothesis that noticing ability has a correlational relationship with
production ability, at least at one set point in the given time of my study, the qualitative
notes indicate gains in noticing ability, and my research does support the use of visuals in
pronunciation instruction in the adult ESL classroom. Also, my study indicates that direct
instruction can have benefits to improving students’ noticing and production abilities.
Also in the chapter, I discussed the implications and limitations to my study, and I
proposed my personal future research avenues, and finally I reflected on my learnings
during my capstone process.
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APPENDIX A
Two-letter minimal pairs with /b/ and /p/ word-initially
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1) Ba/pa
2) Be/pe
3) Bi/pi
4) Bo/po
5) Bu/pu
6) Ba/ba
7) Be/be
7) Bi/bi
8) Bo/bo
9) Bu/bu
10) Pa/pa
11) Pe/pe
12) Pi/pi
13)Po/po
14)Pu/pu
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APPENDIX B
Color photos of minimal pairs with /b/ and /p/ in word-initial position
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1. Minimal pair: bye/pie
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2. Minimal pair: bill/pill
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3. Minimal pair: big/pig
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4. Minimal pair: bath/path
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5. Minimal pair: beach/peach
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APPENDIX C
Individual results from pre- and post-treatment noticing and production ability
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Participant One:
Pre-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/baSAME?
Be/peBe/beSAME SAME
Bi/piBi/biSAME? SAME
Bo/poBo/boSAME SAME
Bu/pu- Bu/buSAME?

Pa/paPe/pePi/piSAME
Po/poPu/pu-

Pre-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/ba
Pa/paBA/BA
BA/BA
Be/peBe/be
Pe/pe
BE/PE?
Bi/piBi/bi
Pi/pi
BI/BI
Bo/po- Bo/boPo/po
BO/BO BO/Bo
Bu/pu- Bu/bu
Pu/pu
BU/BU
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Participant One:
Post-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/ba
SAME?
Be/pe
Be/beSAME
Bi/piBi/bi
SAME?
Bo/poBo/boDIFFERENT SAME
Bu/pu
Bu/bu

Pa/pa
Pe/pe
Pi/piSAME
Po/po
Pu/puSAME

Post-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/ba
Pa/pa
BA/PA
Be/pe
Be/bePe/pe
BE/BE
Bi/piBi/bi
Pi/piBI/PI
PI/PI
Bo/po
Bo/bo
Po/po
Bu/puBu/bu
Pu/pu
BU/PU
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Participant Two:
Pre-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/ba
DIFFERENT
Be/peBe/beDIFFERENT SAME
Bi/piBi/biSAME?
SAME
Bo/poBo/bo
DIFFERENT
Bu/puBu/buDIFFERENT SAME

Pa/pa
Pe/pe
Pi/piSAME
Po/po
Pu/pu

Pre-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/baPa/paBA/BA BA/BA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/be
Pe/peBE/BE
PE/PE
Bi/piBi/bi
Pi/piBI/BI
PI/PI
Bo/poBo/boPo/po
BO/BO BO/BO
Bu/puBu/buPu/pu
BU/PU BU/BU
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Participant Two:
Post-treatment noticing
Ba/paBa/baDIFFERENT SAME
Be/peBe/beDIFFERENT SAME
Bi/piBi/bi
DIFFERENT
Bo/poBo/boDIFFERENT SAME
Bu/puBu/bu
DIFFERENT

Pa/paSAME
Pe/pe
Pi/pi
Po/poSAME
Pu/pu

Post-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/ba
Pa/paBA/PA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/bePe/pe
BE/PE
BE/BE
Bi/piBi/biPi/pi
BI/PI
BI/BI
Bo/poBo/bo
Po/po
BO/PO
Bu/puBu/buPu/pu
BU/BU BU/BU
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Participant Three:
Pre-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/ba
SAME
Be/peBe/be
SAME
Bi/piBi/biSAME
SAME
Bo/po
Bo/bo
Bu/puSAME

Bu/bu

Pa/paSAME
Pe/peSAME
Pi/piSAME
Po/poSAME
Pu/pu

Pre-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/ba
Pa/paBA/BA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/bePe/peBE/BE
BE/BE
PE/PE
Bi/piBi/biPi/piBI/BI
BI/BI
PI/PI
Bo/po
Bo/bo
Po/poPO/PO
Bu/puBu/bu
Pu/pu
BU/BU
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Participant Three:
Post-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/baDIFFERENT SAME
Be/peBe/be
DIFFERENT
Bi/piBi/biDIFFERENT SAME
Bo/poBo/boDIFFERENT SAME
Bu/puBu/bu
DIFFERENT

Pa/pa
Pe/peSAME
Pi/piSAME
Po/po
Pu/pu

Post-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/baPa/pa
BA/PA
BA/BA
Be/peBe/be
Pe/peBE/PE
PE/PE
Bi/piBi/biPi/piBI/PI
BI/BI
PI/PI
Bo/poBo/boPo/po
BO/PO
BO/BO
Bu/puBu/bu
Pu/pu
BU/PU
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Participant Four:
Pre-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/ba
DIFFERENT
Be/peBe/beDIFFERENT DIFFERENT
Bi/piBi/bi
DIFFERENT
Bo/poBo/boDIFFERENT
SAME
Bu/puBu/bu
SAME

Pa/paSAME
Pe/pe
Pi/pi
Po/poSAME
Pu/pu

Pre-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/ba
Pa/paBA/PA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/bePe/pe
PE/PE
BE/PE

Bi/piPI/PI
Bo/poBO/PO
Bu/puPU/BU

Bi/biBI/PI
Bo/boBO/PO
Bu/bu

Pi/pi
Po/po
Pu/pu
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Participant Four:
Post-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/baDIFFERENT
SAME
Be/peBe/be
DIFFERENT
Bi/piBi/biDIFFERENT
SAME
Bo/poBo/boDIFFERENT
SAME
Bu/puBu/bu
DIFFERENT

Pa/paSAME
Pe/pe
Pi/piDIFFERENT
Po/po
Pu/pu

Post-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/baPa/paBA/PA
BA/BA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/be
Pe/pe
BE/PE
BE/BE
Bi/piBi/bi
Pi/pi
BI/PI
BI/BI
Bo/poBo/bo
Po/po
BO/PO
Bu/puBu/bu
Pu/pu
BU/PU
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Participant Five:
Pre-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/ba
DIFFERENT
Be/peBe/beDIFFERENT SAME
Bi/piBi/biDIFFERENT? SAME
Bo/poBo/boDIFFERENT SAME
Bu/puBu/bu
SAME

Pa/paSAME
Pe/pe
Pi/piSAME
Po/po
Pu/pu

Pre-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/ba
Pa/paBA/PA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/bePe/pe
BE/PE
BE/BE
Bi/piBi/biPi/piBI/PI
BI/BI
PI/PI
Bo/poBo/boPo/po
BO/PO BO/BO
Bu/pu
Bu/bu
Pu/pu
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Participant Five:
Post-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/baDIFFERENT DIFFERENT
Be/peDIFFERENT
Bi/piDIFFERENT
Bo/poDIFFERENT
Bu/puDIFFERENT

Be/be
DIFFERENT
Bi/bi
Bo/boDIFFERENT
Bu/bu

Post-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/baPA/BA
BA/PA
Be/pe
Be/be
BE/PE
Bi/pi
Bi/biBI/PI
BI/BI
Bo/po
Bo/boBO/PO
BO/PO
Bu/pu
Bu/buBU/PU
BU/PU

Pa/pa
DIFFERENT
?
Pe/pe
Pi/pi
SAME
Po/po
DIFFERENT
Pu/pu

Pa/paPA/PA
Pe/peBE/PE
Pi/piBI/PI
Po/poBO/PO
Pu/pu
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Participant Six:
Pre-treatment Noticing
Ba/paBa/baSAME
SAME
Be/peBe/beSAME
SAME
Bi/piBi/biSAME
SAME
Bo/poBo/boSAME
SAME
Bu/puBu/buSAME
SAME

Pa/paSAME
Pe/peSAME
Pi/piSAME
Po/poSAME
Pu/puSAME

Pre-treatment Production
Ba/paBa/baPa/paBA/BA BA/BA
PA/PA
Be/peBe/bePe/peBE/BE
BE/BE
PE/PE
Bi/piBi/biPi/piBI/PI
BI/BI
PI/PI
Bo/poBo/boPo/poBO/PO BO/BO
PO/PO
Bu/puBu/buPu/puBU/PU BU/BU
PU/PU
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Participant Six:
Post-treatment noticing
Ba/paBa/baDIFFERENT
SAME
Be/PeBe/beDIFFERENT
SAME
Bi/PiBi/biDIFFERENT
DIFFERENT
Bo/PoBo/boDIFFERENT
DIFFERENT
Bu/PuBu/buDIFFERENT
SAME

Pa/PaDIFFERENT
Pe/PeDIFFERENT
Pi/PiDIFFERENT
Po/poSAME
Pu/puSAME

Post-treatment production
Ba/paBA/PA

Ba/baBA/PA

Pa/paPA/PA

Be/peBE/PE

Be/beBE/BE

Pe/peBE/PE

Bi/piBI/PI

Bi/biBI/BI

Pi/piPI/PI

Bo/poBO/PO

Bo/boBO/BO

Po/poPO/PO

Bu/puBU/PU

Bu/buBU/BU

Pu/puPU/PU
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